
THE HAVEN CHARGING POLICY

 
   

Affordable accommodation: 
The high cost of holiday accommodation is often a barrier to people who need a break. To make
The Haven affordable to all,  there is a low minimum charge that covers running costs. This is
between a third to a half of the cost of similar holiday accommodation in Northumberland. 

Suggested Charges:
Minimum stay is  2 nights  and the maximum stay is  14 nights.  Due to  high turn around costs
(cleaning and washing) the price for a 2 night stay is the same as for 3 nights. These are minimum
suggested charges but we do not want cost to be a barrier to those who genuinely need a holiday. If
these minimum charges are a barrier to you using The Haven, please contact us.
Equally The Haven can be used by those who can easily afford to pay more for the accommodation,
knowing that their additional contribution will enable others to enjoy a holiday too.

MINIMUM COST IN POUNDS

Length of 
stay

Cost for 1 
adult 

Cost for 2 
adults 

Cost for 3 
adults 

Cost for 1 adult 
and children 

Cost for 2 adults 
and children 

2 nights 100 125 150 120 145

3 nights 100 125 150 120 145

4 nights 125 155 190 145 175

5 nights 150 185 230 170 205

6 nights 175 215 270 195 235

7 nights/1 
week

200 245 300 220 265

Additional 
nights

25 30 40 25 30

2 weeks 375 455 580 395 475

Voluntary Donation:
We ask those who can afford more than these minimum charges to make an additional voluntary
donation to Ryehill Community Ventures on top of the minimum charge.  These donations will help
subsidise holidays for others and will also help towards the setting up and running costs of the
community workshop.

CORONAVIRUS:
Although we thoroughly clean The Haven between visitors, as an extra precaution we allow an
empty day between bookings. Although this reduces availability it is a safeguard that we hope will
enable and encourage vulnerable people to use the accommodation. Due to government guidelines
the accommodation can only be used by one household at a time.
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